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In an era of social media use with star rankings of many services it is important to understand 

how patients and physicians view and use physician rating websites. Patients increasingly use websites 

that contain patient ratings of physicians when seeking health care. These physician rating websites are 

a valuable source of information for patients seeking care and thus evaluation of perceptions about 

these websites is an important area of inquiry. Physician rating websites may provide several different 

types of information about physicians including listings with information on training, specialty, 

certification, location, and availability of appointments and may also contain patients’ ratings of 

physicians from various patient survey measures.  

How do patients and physicians perceive the ratings and comments on physician websites? 

It can be a challenge to evaluate the information posted on physician ratings websites. Website 

content may be the responsibility of the health system where the physician practices or an entity that is 

not connected to the practice or health system. It can be difficult to identify whether sites are reputable 

and whether they have profit motives or conflicts of interests that lead them to grant particular 

physicians or provider groups advantages in terms of placement or visibility. Information on the 

websites can vary substantially and may be limited in several ways. Not all physicians have listings and 

not all physicians listed have patient ratings. The number of ratings for each physician are often too low 

to provide reliable and meaningful assessments. A positive or negative rating or review may be unduly 

influential when the number of ratings is low. The source of the ratings is a potential concern for both 

patients and physicians. It can be difficult to verify who provided the ratings because reviews may be 

anonymous. Ratings may not be independent (e.g., physician staff may provide reviews), may not be 

offered by actual patients of the rated physician, and may not focus on the same outcomes (e.g., access 



rather than quality).  

Yet, most online reviews of physicians are positive with narrative comments tending to be more 

positive than negative and numerical ratings more mixed.1[1] The provision of rankings (e.g., star-

ratings) may be interpreted to imply that physician-rating websites measure quality. So, it is an 

important question to explore whether physician rating website star-ratings have validity to assess the 

quality of care. Physician rating websites may not specifically indicate the method used to produce 

quantitative ratings, but some clearly indicate that they use measures associated with quality of care 

(e.g., Physician Compare). Few studies have evaluated the association of star ratings on physician rating 

websites with quality. There is evidence that the ratings posted on physician rating websites were 

significantly associated with patient experience quality measures, but the results were marginal.[2]2 For 

a 20 percent change in physician rating, the change in the patient experience quality measure was 0.8 to 

1.7 percent. Associations of physician ratings with clinical quality measures were not significant.[2] Still, 

there are substantial methodological limitations in using physician rating website data for quality 

assessment such as whether the data collection methods use validated measures and whether 

appropriate risk adjustment methods are applied. 

Narrative comments on physician rating websites are qualitative assessments that tend to focus 

on the physician, staff, or practice and may be global (i.e., communicating general impressions) or 

specific (i.e., focusing on particular aspects of care or service).[1, 3]3 Compared to numerical ratings, 

narrative ratings may receive disproportionate attention. Numerical or star ratings can be summarized 

with a mean score, but narrative comments are individually displayed and draw the reader’s gaze. 

Although the content of narrative comments may be qualitatively rich, narrative comments are less 

representative of the physicians’ patients when compared with numerical ratings in part because they 

are less frequent than numerical ratings and depend on which patients choose to provide narrative 

comments. Nonetheless, narrative comments that are specific differ from numerical ratings in that they 



may provide valuable feedback that could be used for improvement (e.g., comments that focus on 

waiting time or patients’ perception of physicians’ communication.)  

In this issue, Halliday, et al.[4]4 report results of a survey assessing physician and patient 

perceptions of independent physician rating websites and their perceptions about publicly publishing 

health system-based patient experience surveys. The study provides the opportunity to compare patient 

and physician responses about making physician ratings publicly available and to compare views on 

websites with different ownership and potentially different standards of data collection. These authors 

found that viewing a physician rating website was common among half of the physicians and almost half 

the patients surveyed. Younger age among both patients and physicians was associated with visiting one 

of these websites. Physicians who worked in an ambulatory care clinic were more than twice as likely to 

have reported visiting a physician rating website. Patients who were women, had regular internet 

access, and a college education were more likely to visit physician rating websites. Perhaps not 

surprisingly, patient and physician views were discordant on several measures. Physicians were more 

likely to trust patient experience surveys issued by health systems, whereas patients were more likely to 

trust ratings found on independent websites. Nonetheless, patients were more likely to support public 

release of health system patient experience survey results, while physicians were less likely to support 

making these data publicly available for patients viewing. Given some concern among physicians about 

narrative comments, it is interesting that there was no statistically significant difference in support for 

sharing narrative comments compared with numerical ratings. 

Physicians should consider how to embrace online reviews. 

At first look the potential challenges of interpreting data on these websites has negatively 

influenced both patients’ and physicians’ opinions about website content. Patients may worry about 

whether the information is trustworthy, while physicians may be concerned about how bad reviews may 



tarnish their professional reputation. Privacy concerns may prevent patients from posting reviews and 

privacy laws may prevent physicians from responding to bad reviews because they must avoid disclosing 

details about a patient’s care. The response to the rise in popularity of physician rating websites is 

evolving with early recommendations that urge physicians to be patient centered, recognize the value of 

understanding the patient’s perspective, and use the ratings as feedback about areas in need of 

improvement.[5]5 An impetus for the survey designed by Halliday et al.[4] was efforts by health systems 

to increase the accessibility of their internal patient experience surveys by making ratings derived from 

these surveys publicly available. Thus, these findings should be considered in the context of recent 

moves by some health systems to post survey results on their websites. Given the findings of Halladay et 

al. many physicians might still be concerned with this level of transparency. Yet, the results of efforts for 

full transparency of health system surveys have been reported to be rewarding. The University of Utah 

Health Care system claims their own efforts to survey all their patients and to publish all patient 

comments online has led to steady gains in quality metrics, a reduction in costs, and substantial 

improvements in patient ratings.[6]6 Sourcing reviews on a health system website has some potential 

advantages such as larger numbers of reviews per physician, use of validated patient experience 

measures, and the ability to verify reviews are from real patients (similar to Amazon.com verifying 

reviews are from an actual customer), all of which might improve trust in the physician ratings. These 

advantages address some of challenges that have negatively influenced patients’ and physicians’ 

opinions about physician rating websites. A remaining barrier for some patients is the digital divide 

where patients without regular internet access are less likely to use physician-rating websites. 

Diminished internet access not only impedes patients’ ability to gain valuable knowledge about health 

care organizations but also prevents them from supplying feedback.  Nonetheless, given the potential 

benefits and positive results from making patient experience survey findings publicly available, both 

patients and physicians stand to gain from the increased transparency provided by sharing patient 



experience survey results on physician rating websites. It’s time for physicians to take another look at 

physician rating websites, reconsidering the benefits these websites offer in terms of learning from 

patient feedback to better understand patient needs and wants, and then acting on that information to 

make health care more patient-centered.  
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